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1. The German school system
The school system of Germany is an assignment of the federal states. Each of 16 federal states of Germany
has its school system. Nevertheless, between the countries are agreements, so that all graduations are
recognised everywhere in Germany equally. It is agreed upon many points of the school system among the
several federal states, so that learning targets, exams are equivalent.
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The secondary schools or secondary modern schools (Sekundarstufe 1) last 10 or 9 years. At the end of the
schooling follows an exam. The secondary modern school closes with the main graduation. The secondary
school ends with the middle maturity (high-school diploma). The students of the high school also perform at
the end of the 10th class an examination. Then according to grade point average the access to the Abitur is
granted to you or they also close the high school with the middle maturity (high-school diploma). After the
10th class the secondary education (Sekundarstufe 2) lasts according to federal state 2 or 3 years. The
secondary school leaving examination (Abitur) ends with a central audit. After the successful graduation of
the Abitur the students have attained the general university maturity. This entitles to study at every university
or college.
After all graduations a dual vocational education and training in Germany is possible. In Germany there are
no terms of admission to do a dual vocational education and training.

2. The dual vocational education system of Germany
2.1 General information
The dual vocational education and training system of Germany is based on 2 columns: the practical
education in an approved education company as well as the theoretical education in the vocational school.
In the education company practical abilities specific for occupation, skills and knowledge are given and in the
vocational school theoretical technical knowledge as well as a part of general lessons.
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Currently approx. 50% of an age year decides on the dual vocational education and training. Remaining 50%
decide on a study at a college or university. The amount of those who decide to do a dual vocational
education and training is declining for years.
Education contract
Basis of every dual vocational education and training is the conclusion of a professional education contract.
This contract is concluded between an education company and the trainee. Should the trainee be under age,
his legal sales representatives must cosign the education contract. Every education contract must contain
the following points:
• name and address of the education company
• name of the instructor
• name and address of the trainee
• date of birth of the trainee
• approved qualified job to be learnt
• period of training according to frame works of the qualified job
• name and place of the trade school
• number of the holiday days of the trainee
• everyday or weekly working hours of the trainee
• monthly remuneration of the trainee for every teaching year
• signatures of the contracting partners

Every education contract has to be sent for a check and registration in the list of apprenticeships of the
responsible Chamber of Crafts and Trades (HWK) or Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK). Then there
it is checked whether the education company has the necessary education authorisation. The necessary
authorisation a company fulfils if it:
•

•

can present the technical equipment necessary for his craft. For example, the necessary machines
have to go for the education in the metal farmer, machines, welding apparatuses, protective
equipment, servicing equipment and nursing equipment as well as social and sanitary layouts exist.
can present the necessary technical and educational suitability of the instructor. In the craft the proof
is given with the foreman´s title, otherwise a technical training appropriate in this occupation, longstanding experience as well as an educational education after instructor's suitability order (AEVO).

Education frame curriculum
In Germany there are more than 400 approved qualified jobs. To every qualified job there is an education
order and an education framework curriculum. These are compiled by different committees (employers'
associations, trade unions, central organisations, institutes, etc.) under the direction of the federal institute of
vocational training (BIBB). After successful vote of the education order this is given by the BIBB to the
license to the German Bundestag. Only after vote in the German Bundestag an education order is declared
as compulsory.
The education order regulates the following points of the education:
• state recognition of the qualified job
• period of training
• education aim
• qualified job picture
• education framework curriculum
• final examinations or apprenticeship certification exam
The period of training in the dual vocational education and training is with the prevailing number of the
occupations 3 or 3.5 years. Few occupations are trained 2 years. With these occupations a possibility for the
acquisition of the full occupation is always given, i.e. Prolongation of vocational education to learn the full
occupation.
For example, there is the occupation „skilled worker for metal technology“. This lasts 2 years and contains
the basis education of the occupation metal farmer. If the trainee ends this occupation successfully, he can
extend the professional training by 1.5 years and learn the occupation of the metal farmer (3.5 years) further.
The aim of a professional training is that the trainee learns a certified professional activity which enables him
to plan assignments independently, to be able to perform and to be able to control.
In the qualified job picture every occupation the skills to be learnt, knowledge and abilities which the trainee
during his education in the theory as well as in practice must get provided are mentioned.
The framework is coupled to the education order. It regulates the skills to be learnt, knowledge and abilities
with specific contents. Then from it the companies have to develop exercises, assignments to teaching talks
etc. The abilities, knowledge and skills regulated in the framework are time-wise portioned. Besides, it is
given, when which content should be provided. Also a number of weeks, for the single skills to be acquired
are included in the framework.
The final examinations and apprenticeship certification exams are always made up of 2 parts. After half of
the education an intermediate examination or apprenticeship certification exam part I is accomplished in
every occupation and at the end of the education then the final examination or apprenticeship certification
exam part II.

Vocational school
The vocational schools are established by the respective federal state. According to number of trainees in an
occupation to be learnt education classes are opened in different locations in a federal state. The financing
of the vocational schools is separated into two. The occupational schoolteachers are employed with the
federal state and are applied according to class in the school location. The occupational schoolteachers are
financed by the respective federal state. The expenses of the trade school, i.e. property expenses, teaching
material, inventory etc. are financed by the respective town or municipality.
In the vocational school the impartation of the necessary theoretical content for the respective occupation
takes place. For it there is a curriculum with to be provided learning fields for every occupation from the
federal institute of vocational training. This curriculum is coordinated with the education framework of the
respective occupation. The single learning fields are processed didactically and brought in a certain logical
order. Then the theoretical contents are given in the vocational schools.
The professional distribution amounts to approx. 2/3 technical knowledge and to 1/3 general knowledge.
Vocational education company
In the company the practical education and training of the trainee takes place. After deduction of the times in
the vocational school, in the inter-company instruction for the vocational training and vacation about 25
weeks are available for it. In the education company the practical skills, abilities and knowledge of the
qualified job are given according to framework. At the beginning of the education, in the first and in the
beginning of the second education teaching year, the bases of the occupation will be laid by showing,
practicing and trying. Then the trainee should be advanced more and more to the solution of customer's
orders, i.e. processing of a whole assignment. Then the processing of a customer's order will also put out the
practical share of the examination. The trainee should learn this processing of the customer's orders in
manufacture in the company, on building sites or production of an attendance. From the third year of
education the trainee should solve already independently, under control, customer's orders and process. In
addition the trainee receives an order he has to plan, must carry out and check. Of course the instructor is
always available for questions and problems. From the 3rd teaching year a trainee gains already an added
value for his education company.
Aims of the education and training for a company:
• to train skilled workers for own company
• to train employee and, perhaps, future executives
• to have well qualified employees for the special assignments in the company.
The education company has to release the trainee for the times in the vocational school and in the intercompany instruction for the vocational training. These times are a duty and must be granted to the trainee.

Inter-company instruction for the vocational training
The inter-company instruction for the vocational training (ÜLU) are practical courses to the support the
education and training in the crafts enterprise. The courses of the ÜLU are a duty for all trainees in the craft.
For the occupations in the industry and in trade so-called support courses are also offered. Nevertheless,
these show a voluntary offer and must not be done.
The courses of the ÜLU in the craft are federal-even courses. These are compiled by the different trade
associations (employer, trade unions, professional organisations etc.) under the direction of the Heinz's Piest
institute.

Reason for the introduction of the ÜLU is that small and medium-sized enterpriser cannot always provide all
practical contents of the education framework in the craft. Because many companies limited themselves on
main focuses of their industry the teaching of whole education content is not often possible. The example of
the metal farmer shows that the trainee must be able to do among other things various sweat procedures,
conclude and safety engineering, to tricks and milling, high-grade steel processing as well as material and
machines customer. Nevertheless, the trainee will be checked to the whole education content. So that no
disadvantages must originate this the practical ÜLU courses to the trainee carry out.
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The courses of the inter-company instruction for the vocational training last as around one week. There are
also 2 or 3-week courses. According to qualified job the trainee must attend in an education and training
centre of the craft 5 – 13 weeks for ÜLU. The education and training centres are specialised in the realisation
of these courses and perform this as a duty assignment. The courses are introduced by the vocational
training committee and the plenary assembly of the chamber of trade for every occupation. The trainee must
also perceive this. The courses should support the learning and promotion of the practice in the company.
These courses are performed in workshops or cabinets with prevailing practise relation.
To the support of the crafts enterprises these courses are promoted to 1/3 by the Federal Ministry for
Economy and energy and to 1/3 through the respective federal state. The education company bears the
remaining costs. In these expenses all staff expenses, material expenses and management expenses are
included. Also the expenses of the accommodation in a boarding school at the course place are promoted by
the ministries.
Inter-company instruction for construction occupations (construction step education)
Who get trained in the construction, can reach the education aim in two steps. After two teaching years (1st
step) you reach the first conclusion as a structural engineering skilled worker, civil engineering skilled worker
or removal skilled worker. After the third teaching year (2nd step) with further specialisation in one of 12
construction occupations the other education closes with the apprenticeship certification exam as special
construction skilled worker, e.g., as a mason, carpenter, plasterer or road builder. During three teaching
years inter-company instructions for vocational training in the education centres of the building trade and the
lessons in the vocational school complement the company education.
To reach a general and even vocational education, the trainee goes at three places "to the apprenticeship":
• in the education company (practice)
• in the education centres of the building trade (inter-company practice)
• in the vocational school (theory)

The first practical training year serves above all of the occupational basic education, the second practical
training year of the professional education and the third practical training year the specialisation in the
elective occupation take place.
The financing of the inter-company education in the construction occupations happens to 1/3 through the
Federal Ministry for Economy and energy, to 1/3 through the respective federal state and the remaining
costs are supported by the construction SOKA. The construction SOKA is a communal cash desk of all
construction companies. All members of this cash desk deposit yearly contributions at this cash desk. Then,
among the rest, of it the expenses are financed for the inter-company education. Who is not a member in the
construction SOKA must finance the remaining expenses as an education company alone.

2.2 Examinations and apprenticeship certification exam
The dual system in Germany contains 2 models for the realisation of the apprenticeship certification exam
and final examinations.
Model 1 – intermediate examinations / final examinations
In the model 1 an intermediate examination is taking place after half of the training period. This intermediate
examination should reflect to the trainee and also the education company a stand of the current
performances of the trainee. The result of the intermediate examination is only one orientation and a current
performance level. This result does not come into the result of the final examination. The performances are
checked in the intermediate examination in the theory as well as in practice.
The final examination follows at the end of the education. Here the knowledge of the trainee from the whole
training period is checked in the theory and practise. Only this result is evaluated as an examination result.
Model II apprenticeship certification exam part I and part II
In the model II on which in future more and more job profiles are rearranged the apprenticeship certification
exam part I takes place after half of the education and at the end of the education the part II. After possibly
half of the training period the apprenticeship certification exam part I is taken. There the trainee is checked in
the theory as well as in practice. The intermediator knowledge is questioned up to half of the education. The
result of the apprenticeship certification exam part I enters into the result of the whole examination with
30-40%.
Then at the end of the education follows the apprenticeship certification exam part II. Also here the trainee is
checked in the theoretical knowledge of the vocational school and in the practical knowledge by the
education company and the inter-company instruction od the vocational training. This result enters with 6070% into the whole result of the apprenticeship certification exam.
Example apprenticeship certification exam in the occupation "metal worker"
Apprenticeship certification exam part I
• follows at the end of the 2nd practical training year
• examination of the skills, abilities and knowledge of the first 1.5 practical training years.
Practical exam work order:
1. The examinee should prove, that he
a) apply manual and machine treatment technologies and formings, soluble and insoluble ones
joining technologies,
b) consider the security and the health protection at the work,

c) make work schedules and test protocols and measuring protocols,
d) make use of technical plans, plan working steps, define work equipment, accomplish measurements as
well as production sequences, in particular to consider the connection of technology, labour organisation,
environment protection and economic efficiency and
e) explain specialised problems and their solutions, indicate for the working assignment the essential
technical backgrounds as well as justify the approach by the realisation of their working assignment
2. To the examinations the following activities are to be laid:
Producing and checking a functioning work piece
3. The examinee should attend a working assignment which corresponds to a customer's order and lead a
situative professional discussion referring on it which can exist of several discussion phases
4. The examination time is seven hours; within this time the professional discussion should be done during
15 minutes in total.
Apprenticeship certification exam part II
• follows at the end of the education
• exam of the skills, abilities and knowledge of the occupational school material and the practical
abilities
The exam is made up of the 4 parts:
1. Customer's order
The examinee should prove, that he
a) can independently plan and move work routines and shared assignments aim-oriented considering more
financially, more technically, of organizational and temporal default, material allot,
b) produces and mounts prefabricated pieces and productions as well as build up control-technical systems
or can repair and start running;
To the examination area the following activities are to be laid:
a) makes to a metal or steel construction or from shares of it as well as construction documentation and
b) mounting and commissionings or repairing a control-technical system including working planning and
documentation
Examination time: 16 hours
2. Construction technology
The examinee should prove, that he
a) considers the job safety and environment protection regulations,
b) plans the use of materials and auxiliary materials as well as tools and machines and to assign to the
respective procedures,
c) makes problem analyses,
d) selects the components necessary for the production, tools and aids considering the technical rules,
e) plans arrangements having regard to the company procedures, evaluates and changes documents, does
calculations as well as shows functional connections of a metal or steel construction and
f) analyse functional problems with tied up technical information, technological and mathematical
circumstances, can evaluate and show suitable procedures of solutions
Examination time: 2 hours
3. Functional analysis
The examinee should prove, that he
a) does problem analyses,
b) selects to the mounting, commissioning or maintenance necessary mechanical and electric one
components, tools and aid considering from technical rules,
c) adapts mounting plans, plans working steps considering the job safety,

d) plans measures to the mounting, commissioning or maintenance taking into account company
procedures, changes as well as explains functional connections of systems and
e) analyse functional problems with tied up technical of information, technological and mathematical
circumstances analyse, can evaluate and show suitable procedures of solutions
Examination time: 2 hours
4. Economics and social studies
- The examinee should prove that he can show and assess general economic and social connections of the
occupational world and professional life.
- The examinee should work on case-related assignments in writing.
Examination time: 1 hour
Weighting of the results:
1. exam area work order 30 percent,
2. exam area customer's order 35 percent,
3. exam area construction technology 12.5 percent,
4. exam area functional analysis 12.5 percent,
5. exam area economy and social studies 10 percent
Committee composition
All inspectors of a board of examiners have to go competently and be suitable. Every board of examiners
exposes itself equally together:
In each case 1/3 of the members are employers, employees or occupational schoolteachers.
For all members in the board of examiners there is a deputy. The members of the board of examiners will
appeal for 5 years.
Assignments of the board of examiners:
Planning and preparation of the examinations:
• realisation of preparing meetings
• planning and definition of the examination dates as well as coordination of the exam procedure
(Inspector's application and test supervision)
• development and adoption of resolutions of exam assignments
• regulation allowed work and aid equipment
• definition of the assessment criteria
Realisation and acceptance of the examinations
• supervision and acceptance / assessment of the exams
• definition of the examination result
Theory exam:
• are often set as central exams (central committees compile the examinations for the whole
of Germany)
• if these exams are declared obligingly they have to be done by all boards of examiners
• exam place theory room in the education centre or school classroom
Practise exam:
• practise assignments are constructed by the board of examiners according to exam conditions
of the exam place
• observance of the default of the education framework
• exam place is often in the education centre of the ÜLU – there several trainees can be checked at
the same time under equal conditions
The financing of the whole examination is supported by the education company. Every trainee has the
possibility to repeat every exam part two times.

2.3. Constitution of responsibilities
Assignments of the chambers in the vocational education and training
The assignments of the chambers in the vocational education and training are regulated in the craft order.
These have to lead a list of all trainees in the respective chamber district (apprentice's role). In this list are
led all trainees of the teaching years with qualified job, education company and all specifications from the
education contract.

A big assignment is the consultation and support of the education companies and the trainees during the
education. An essential assignment is to inform the education companies about the current job profile as well
as the contents of the education after framework curriculum as well as to inform changes in the education.
Also the procedures of the examinations, the inter-company instruction for the vocational training as well as
the procedure of the school hours are essential consultation points for the companies. The education
consultants of the chambers help in the writing of the education contracts. The trainee-to-be can avail him
towards the education consultants with pleasure. The education consultants are available for questions
about the vocational training.
In some cases it comes during the education to problems or conflicts between the trainee and instructor. For
such problems the education consultants are there to mediate between the parties. In the worst case the
contractual relationship must be also solved. Then the consultants support the trainee with the search for a
new education company, so that trainee can finish the education.
For students who would like to begin one dual education the education consultants stand aside. Every
student can get help from the chambers help to find the right education. Additional education mediators also
help with pleasure in the search for suitable education companies in the desired occupation. With it the
students and the parents can catch up to themselves a lot of information, hints and tips for the beginning
vocational training.
Rights and duties of the contracting partners
The rights and duties of the trainee and the education company are derived from the craft order, the
vocational training law, the youth industrial safety act as well as the regulations of the professional
associations. In the following the most important rights of the contracting partners should be enumerated.
The rights of one contracting partner are at the same time the duties of the other contracting partner.

Rights of the trainee during the education:
• provision of work and examination equipment as well as the working clothes typical for occupation by
the education company
• right of a physically adequate activity appropriate for education
• right of a report at the end of the education
• duty of care by the education company – observance of the legal regulations for the accident
protection and health protection
• right of an adequate monthly reimbursement
• exemption by the education company for the vocational school, inter-company instruction for the
vocational training and tutoring
• realisation of works which promote the education aim
• special options of dismissal in the trial period
• claim to vacation:
• at least 30-day vacation, if the youngster is at the beginning of the calendar year not yet 16 years old
• at least 27-day vacation, if the youngster is at the beginning of the calendar year not yet 17 years old
• at least 25-day vacation, if the youngster is at the beginning of the calendar year not yet 18 years old
Duties of the trainee during the education:
• duty for the careful implementation of all transferred works and assignments
• observance of instructions of the instructor
• careful treatment of all machines, utensils and objects
• observance of the rules of the industrial safety and health protection as well as fire prevention (for it
the trainee is to be taught once a year)
• attendance of the occupational school hours, the inter-company instruction for the vocational training
as well as when required of the tutoring
• appropriation of the specialist knowledge in the theory and practise
• preservation of silence through trade secrets
• care duty
• have a daily record on a report notebook

2.4 Financing of the apprenticeship
The vocational training in the vocational school is financed by the respective federal state by the state. There
are no expenses for the company and the trainee.
The vocational education and training in the company is not promoted with state resources. The education
company bears the costs (remuneration, education materials etc.) completely. The company receives a
counterfinancing by the efficiency of the trainee. The efficiency of the trainee increases from year to year by
the increasing competence and efficiency.
The courses of the inter-company instruction for the vocational training are promoted to 1/3 by the Federal
Ministry for Economy and energy and to 1/3 through the respective federal state. The education company
bears the remaining costs. In these expenses all staff expenses, material expenses and management
expenses are included. Also the expenses of the accommodation in a boarding school at the course place
are promoted by the ministries.

2.5 Education of the instructors
Education of the occupational schoolteachers
Occupational schoolteachers must show a university study with in addition educational and didactic
qualifications. They teach the trainees the respective fields which belong to their education, and need in
addition not only respectable specialist knowledge in their area, but also didactic talent, educational feelings
and joy in the lessons and in the knowledge impartation. Besides, they organize the lessons, process the
necessary specialist knowledge didactically, put exams, correct works, motivate to the learning and look after
the students at vocational school when they have difficulties.
Education of the instructors after AEVO
A successful education depends substantially on the person as well as the technical and educational abilities
of the instructor. In the AEVO course they receive the relevant work educational and working-educational
knowledge for this assignment. Methodical and juridical estimates complement the teaching contents. They
prove their instructor's suitability during a written examination and in a presentation oriented to action before
a board of examiners.
Spheres of activities:
• examine education conditions and plan education
• prepare education and help with the recruit of trainees
• accomplish education
• ends up education

2.6 Qualification framework and permeability
In Germany the following shift within the German education system are possible:
• shift of the professional training preparation to the dual vocational education and training
• shift of the professional training full-time-at school to the dual vocational education and training
• change within the dual vocational education and training
• shift of the dual vocational education and training to the rise training
• shift of the dual vocational education and training to the university education
• shift of the rise training to the university education
• shift between non- formal and informal education to the professional education and to the university
education
• shift from abroad to the professional education and to the university education
Within the frame of the permeability the most different forms of the recognition and deductions are
conceivable within the frame of the dual vocational education and training. Moreover count, e.g., charge of
already finished course and education contents.
The Federal Ministry of Education and Research as well as the minister's of education and arts conference
of the countries have expressed themselves in October, 2006 for a development of the DQR (German
Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning). The aim is to introduce the DQR in Germany until January,
2017.
The DQR possesses exactly like the EQR (European Qualifications Framework of Lifelong Learning) eight
levels which consider the hierarchization of the qualifications. Indeed, differs of the DQR in the level
indicators from those of the EQR:
• professionalism (knowledge, skills)
• staff competence (social competence, independency).

Therefore the qualifications are valued after the sign stamping of the level indicators and are assigned to the
respective levels. With the continuing assignment to the levels of the EQR it is possible to evaluate these
qualifications in the European context.
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